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How You can describe the Vision of a 
Multiple Collective work of Art ?

When I try to imagine it, 
it recalls to my mind a giant globe of particles.



This is the intention

What I desire to do, it to make people 
aware of the importance of feeling 
themselves as partecipative and 
consciously part of this collective 
work of Art which Life is.

And everything started with an heartbeat, 
You know.
So everything will start as well from a beat 
that has the power to Open the Heart, 
naturally.

This process is called 

Opening of the Art ritual, 

and it consists in making a person 

in direct contact with his/her 

energy chakra and help him/her 

to FEEL it again, as it would be 

the very first time, like when it 

started beating inside his/her 

small little body.



How Would I create this process?

What I would do, is to help people 
to recognize itself into a work of art



The trigger

Porcelain is a fragile material that 
everybody knows and trust for 
its preciousness.

Porcelain is the matter that we are going 
to link to the perception of how fragile 
is the separation between You and 
Your Heart, even if you cannot perceive it.

When you are able to - somehow 

- perceive this fragility, that you 

don’t want to face, inside of you, 

then the mechanism starts 

working differently.



PROCESS
the multi-Collective Artwork in 4 steps



Step 1  |  linking

Beautifully carved porcelain 
artworks are placed tidily 
around the space. 

Once the person has found 
the one that most 
resonates with him/her, 
then a link is created 
and the “ritual” can start...



Step 2  |  feeling

… placing the artwork on 
his/her chest, the person 
can close the eyes and listen for 
few seconds to his/her 
heartbeat… and then suddenly 
feel the sensation of Me 
breaking the porcelain 
in his/her hands against 
the chest, so that he/she 
can feel as the break is part 
of something in the Body.



Step 3  |  revealing

Emotions spring out and reveal what was lying under the fear of feeling his/her own fragility 
and the Opening is concluded.

→ During the development of this new art process, every revealing of their emotions will be 
filmed too, in order to create a beautiful montage of every single heartbeat that rose again 
toward Light and Love.



Step 4  |  collecting

After having helped the person 
to break his/her Heart back to 
Conscious Life, then all the pieces 
of this porcelain artworks are collected 
- with the exception of a small piece 
that will be given to the person, as a 
remembering for the future - and used 
to compose a big collective 
partecipatory artwork.



FINAL OUTPUT
the partecipatory artwork “heartbeat”



the

HEARTBEAT

which stands for 

One Love, Many beats, One Life: 
don’t waste it, please.

This final artwork will be composed 
of fragmented realities of porcelain artworks, 
beautifully assembled into a brand new piece 
of Art, which vibrates of the heartbeat of every 
single person that has decided to (re)Open his/her 
heART to this new prospective.

The result is something 
multi-cultural, multi-frequencies, 

multi-emotional 
Collective Art Process 

called 

artwork#1’s photo placeholder





After few weeks, the Collective Artwork will be ready for being a pulsing energetic center 
showed at the next place, so that more people will be attracted by resonance 
and figure what they are going to co-create in that occasion.

THE HEARTBEAT DEVELOPMENT

at Event/Fair A 
→ on show HEARTBEAT #1
collecting the particles for artwork #2

>> >> at Event/Fair B 
→ on show HEARTBEAT #2
collecting the particles for artwork #3

>> > at Event/Fair C 
→ on show HEARTBEAT #3
collecting the particles for artwork #4

>> >>  etc.



TIMELINE
where ‘n when of the HEARTBEAT partecipative creation



[ video montage - updated after every ritual - is exhibited at the fair and available online ]

START
2018 →

PROGRESS
2019  →

ETC →



YOU WILL LOVE IT
I promise it.
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